
Warmth From Above 
 

Comfortable, Healthy and Efficient 

Radiant Ceiling 
Heating System 

 

RADIANT HEATING SYSTEMS 
 
RADIANT CEILING HEATING SYSTEMS  
ARE CONCEALED ABOVE YOUR CEILING  
PROVIDING INVISIBLE, QUIET, MAINTENANCE 
FREE WARMTH AND COMFORT THROUGHOUT 
YOUR ENTIRE HOME OR BUILDING. 
 

(800) 506-7973 
www.thermaray-usa.com    



The Architects Choice 
 Energy Efficient 
 
 Maintenance Free 
 
 Safe - No open flames, high surface temps 

or risk of carbon monoxide poisoning  

 
 Healthy - No blowing dust, allergens or airborne 

contaminants 
 
 Zoning - Precisely controlled in each room 

Radiant Ceiling System 
 

       Warm Like The Sun 

Contact Information: 

 Superior Comfort 
 
 Affordable 
 
 Aesthetic - Completely concealed for more 

decorating freedom 
 
 Invisible - Completely concealed behind any 

ceiling material - sheetrock, wood, steel, etc. 
 
 Quiet - No moving parts, fans or pumps 
 

Installation Diagram 
Heating Panels are installed between the joists and above the 

vapor barrier and ceiling. Can be installed above 1 or 2 layers of 

5/8” sheetrock, tongue & grooved wood, steel, etc. 

Step from the shade to the sun on a 

cool day you experience how Radiant 

Heat warms our world. You feel the      
radiant rays immediately. Also, if you take 

a rock and set it in the sun, it will absorb 

that warmth and then in turn help warm 

the space around it. 
 

      A ThermaRay Radiant Heating System               
accomplishes exactly that same effect. 
The radiant rays travel in straight lines 
and warm all the objects in the space.  
 

      The radiant rays warm the walls, floor, 
ceiling, windows, furniture, cabinets and 
essentially everything in the room        
becomes part of the heating system.   
This absorbed thermal energy helps 
keeps operating costs low, but most               
importantly the radiant rays warm   
“You”. 

Radiant Ceiling Panel 

Insulation  Ceiling Joist 

Sheetrock - 2 Layers (If Required) 

Silent, Invisible and Motionless Warmth 
throughout the entire space  

 Ceiling Joist 
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